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Data Mashups in RO'Reilly, 2009
This article demonstrates how the realworld data is imported, managed, visualized, and analyzed within the R statistical framework. Presented as a spatial mashup, this tutorial introduces the user to R packages, R syntax, and data structures. The user will learn how the R environment works with R packages as well as its own capabilities in...
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Mastering AutoCAD 2010 and AutoCAD LT 2010Sybex, 2009
Welcome to Mastering AutoCAD 2010 and AutoCAD LT 2010. As many readers have already discovered, this book is a unique blend of tutorial and reference that includes everything you need to get started and stay ahead with AutoCAD. With this edition, you get coverage of the latest features of both AutoCAD 2010 and AutoCAD LT 2010, plus the latest...
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Excel 2007 VBA Macro ProgrammingMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Develop custom Excel VBA macros

Perfect for power users, this practical resource reveals how to maximize the features and functionality of Excel 2007. You'll get in-depth details on Excel VBA programming and application development followed by 21 real-world projects--complete with source code--that show you how to set up...
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Newman and the Alexandrian Fathers: Shaping Doctrine in Nineteenth-Century EnglandOxford University Press, 2009
John Henry (later Cardinal) Newman is generally known to have been devoted to reading the Church Fathers. In this volume, Benjamin King draws on archive as well as published material to explore how Newman interpreted specific Fathers at different periods of his life. King draws connections between the Alexandrian Fathers Newman was reading and the...
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Information Processing by Biochemical Systems: Neural Network-Type ConfigurationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
A Research-Driven Resource on Building Biochemical Systems to Perform Information Processing Functions

Information Processing by Biochemical Systems describes fully delineated biochemical systems, organized as neural network–type assemblies. It explains the relationship between these two apparently unrelated fields,...
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JavaScript and AJAX For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	Learn to use these powerful tools together and build Web sites that work


	If you want to build Web pages that offer real value to your site's visitors, JavaScript and AJAX are top tools for the job. Even if you're new to Web programming, this book helps you create sites any designer will admire. With easy-to-understand steps...
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Mastering SAP NetWeaver PI - AdministrationSAP Press, 2009

	As the core middleware in your system landscape, SAP NetWeaver PI plays an enterprise-critical role. But how can you ensure smooth operation? This book answers your questions. Using a highly detailed scenario as an example, the authors guide you through all administration tasks and provide useful tips for your daily work.

	
...
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Drools JBoss Rules 5.0 Developer's GuidePackt Publishing, 2009
Business rules can help your business by providing a level of agility and flexibility. As a developer, you will be largely responsible for implementing these business rules effectively, but implementing them systematically can often be difficult due to their complexity. Drools, or JBoss Rules, makes the process of implementing these rules quicker...
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Ubuntu 8.10 Linux BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
A Linux distribution is basically the sum of the things that you need to run Linux on your computer. There are many different Linux distributions, each with its own target audience, set of features, administrative tools, and fan club, the latter of which is more properly known as a user community. Putting aside the downright fanatics, most of the...
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Radical Embodied Cognitive Science (Bradford Books)MIT Press, 2009
While philosophers of mind have been arguing over the status of mental representations in cognitive science, cognitive scientists have been quietly engaged in studying perception, action, and cognition without explaining them in terms of mental representation. In this book, Anthony Chemero describes this nonrepresentational approach (which he terms...
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The Essential Guide to Processing for Flash DevelopersFriends of Ed, 2009

	Processing is a open source project that bridges the gap between programming and art. Its simplicity and power appeal to non-coders and old-hands alike. As a Flash developer, you already have a firm grasp of basic programming principles and an understanding of creating and controlling visuals through code. This book uses your existing...
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Computers and the Law: An Introduction to Basic Legal Principles and Their Application in CyberspaceCambridge University Press, 2009

	Computers and the Law provides readers with an introduction to the legal issues associated with computing - particularly in the massively networked context of the Internet. Assuming no previous knowledge of the law or any special knowledge of programming or computer science, this textbook offers undergraduates of all disciplines and...
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